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Introduction

This report provides a qualitative review of the expected wind behaviour around the proposed New China Town
development in Liverpool (referred to hereafter as the Proposed Development) and the potential impacts of the project on
pedestrian comfort and safety. This review is based on information provided by the design team on the massing of the
proposed buildings and intended pedestrian activities. In particular, the 3D massing models (NEW MASSING PHASE 3
MASTERPLAN SUB LEVEL REMODELLING 05.11.15) and floor plans were used in conjunction with knowledge of wind
climate at the site.

RWDI is not aware of any other tall buildings proposed within 150m of the site. Therefore this study considers the wind
conditions around the Proposed Development with existing surroundings only.

This report will highlight potential windy locations where mitigation measures may be required. Subsequent wind tunnel
tests could then be used to quantify the wind conditions and optimize the extent of any mitigation scheme.
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The figure to the right shows the seasonal wind roses
(meteorological data) for Liverpool, as obtained from
Liverpool John Lennon Airport. 0 degrees represents wind
blowing from the north and 90 degrees represents winds
blowing from the east.

The prevailing winds blow from the westerly quadrant
throughout the year, and account for majority of the
pedestrian comfort problems in Liverpool.

Secondary winds blow frequently from the southeast, though
these are typically lighter than the westerly wnids.

Winter is the windiest season across the UK, and
therefore the following discussion will focus on winter
conditions. Summer season results will tend to be one
Lawson category calmer than winter conditions. Winds
during spring and autumn are approximately half category
calmer than those in winter.

Wind Climate – Liverpool Wind Roses

Liverpool Wind Roses
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The terrain of the surrounding area, and in particular the presence of
nearby tall buildings or large open spaces, will effect the local wind
conditions at the site.

The Proposed Development is located to the west of the Liverpool
Cathedral, and is bounded by Great George Street to the east and
residential streets to the west.

The immediate surrounding area consists of low-rise residential
dwellings of 2-3 storeys, with isolated medium-rise blocks further away
from the site. These are not expected to offer any substantial shelter to
the site.

The ground gently slopes higher from west to east in the area, with
Liverpool Cathedral at the highest point of the gentle slope. Due to the
gradual variation in height this is not expected to have any substantial
effect on the local wind conditions at the site.

Site Description

N

Buckingham 
Palace Gardens

Hyde Park
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The Proposed Development consists of several blocks
ranging in height from 5 to 19 storeys, with taller blocks
located on the southern part of the site.

The development features a sunken street which cuts
through the site from west to east (bottom right hand
image). Several elevated bridges above the courtyard
link different parts of the site in this area.

Proposed Development

N

N

View into the sunken courtyard from the east.

Sunken 
courtyard
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Wind Microclimate 
Criteria
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Target wind conditions are based on a benchmark set of criteria set-out by T.V. Lawson, which prescribe the wind speed and
frequency of occurrence thresholds for a range of different pedestrian activities as follows.

In addition to pedestrian comfort, the assessment will also address the potential for strong winds. This is based on Lawson’s
safety criteria, which recommends no occurrence of Beaufort Force 6 speeds anywhere on the site except at thoroughfares,
where Beaufort Force 7 should not be exceeded.

Further details of the Lawson criteria can be found in Appendix A.

Winter is the windiest season across the UK, and therefore the following discussion will focus on winter conditions.
Summer season results will tend to be one Lawson category calmer than winter conditions. Winds during spring and autumn are
approximately half category calmer than those in winter.

Wind Microclimate Criteria - Target Wind Microclimate (Proposed Development)

Sitting Outdoor sitting areas

Standing Entrances, retail areas, bus stops

Leisure Walking Main thoroughfares

Business Walking Service areas, secondary routes

Uncomfortable Often associated with dangerous conditions.
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Wind Microclimate 
Expected Wind Conditions
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Wind Flows Around Tall Buildings
The figures below illustrate the main flow features around tall buildings. Wind conditions in each part of the site will be
described in more detail on the following slides.

Prevailing westerly winds will create positive pressures on the western side and negative pressures (suction) on the
eastern side of all exposed buildings. This pressure difference creates accelerated flows at building corners and
passageways that link the opposite pressure zones.

Downdraughting occurs when winds approaching the upper parts of a tall building are deflected to the ground, which can
then accelerate around the corners as described above.

Funnelling is a phenomena that occurs when two closely spaced buildings accelerate the flow between each other,
which can also occur in passageways beneath buildings

Image 1: Downdraught effect Image 2: Channelling effect

Page 12
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Predominant Wind Flows

The figure below illustrates the predominant flow features at the site for westerly winds.

Generally, the adverse wind effects will be concentrated on the southern part of the site, where taller blocks create a
substantial obstruction to oncoming winds. The spacing of proposed blocks and the presence of passageways
beneath some of the buildings creates risk of adverse wind conditions.

The following slide focuses on the wind conditions on the southern part of the site, and provides Lawson comfort
levels in key areas.

Page 13
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Predominant Wind Flows - Southern Part

The figure shown beside illustrates the main flow patterns on
the southern part of the site. The key issues will be as
follows;

1. Funnelling between the south-westerly blocks, creating
dangerous conditions at the stairs leading to the sunken
courtyard, with ‘Business Walking’ level winds and
exceedance of the safety criteria,

2. Downdraughting from the tallest block, creating
accelerated flows at the southern tip of the site, with
‘Business Walking’ level winds on parts of Great
George St.

3. Funnelling between the exposed 11 storey blocks, and
funnelling on the east side of the sunken courtyard,
creating ‘Business Walking’ conditions with exceedance
of safety criteria.

1

2

3

3

N
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Expected Wind Conditions - Proposed Development

The expected Lawson comfort categories and safety exceedances at the site are shown below.

The ‘Business Walking’ conditions and safety exceedances would not be acceptable and require mitigation measures, as described
in the following slides.

‘Leisure Walking’ conditions would be acceptable at a thoroughfare, but consideration of entrance positions relative to these zones
will require further investigation at detail design stage.

All other areas around the site are expected to have acceptable ‘Standing’ conditions or better.

Safety exceedance
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Recommendations
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Recommendations

The majority of the adverse wind effects expected at the site are created as a result of the outline massing of the proposed
buildings to Phase 3, for example the spacing of building and the presence of passageways beneath some of the blocks.
Notwithstanding this it is important to note that the designs for this are at outline stage and mitigating measures can be incorporated
at reserved matters stage. Building massing principles can remain as proposed but will require incorporation of a number of
potential modifications to alleviate the adverse impacts generated at outline stage.

The following sections outline the recommended interventions to be considered at detailed design stage.
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Recommendations - continued

1. The funnelling between the southwest blocks could be overcome with the introduction of solid canopies as illustrated below.
This has been confirmed by the design team to be a preferred solution to also double up as signage and lighting above the 2
storey commercial spaces. The sizes and details of the canopies could be determined through more detailed wind tunnel
studies.

2. It is recommended that the southern corners of the blocks are
set-back to install porous art features or signage to locally reduce
the wind speeds in these areas. The design team have confirmed
that the cut back could be accommodated at some of the floors
and will help distinguish the commercial floors pace whilst adding
visual interest.

The size, number and precise location of these features can be
optimized through wind tunnel testing, if desired.

With these features in place, conditions in this area are expected to be
in the ‘Leisure Walking’ range on the thoroughfares and ‘Standing’
range at the entrances to the south of the site.

Corner cut 
backs

Porous 
screens

Canopies
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Recommendations - continued

1. Introduction of solid canopy around the passage as illustrated below will help improve the wind conditions within the
passageway. The design team have confirmed that this will be a positive device to again provide rain cover to the commercial
floor and signage/lighting potential. Again this will be incorporated at detailed design stage.

2. To reduce the funnelling between the blocks shown below, a corner cut back can be incorporated as previously described.

Canopies

Corner 
cut-back
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Conclusion
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Conclusions

A qualitative review of the wind conditions and associated pedestrian comfort around the proposed New China Town development
was carried out. This study was based on the architectural information provided by the design team, review of wind conditions in
Liverpool, and knowledge of wind effects around similar schemes that have been wind tunnel tested in the past.

The key findings of this study are summarized as follows;

1. The proposed buildings in Phases 2 and 3 are considerably taller than the neighbouring structures and are therefore highly
exposed to the prevailing westerly winds.

2. The massing of some of the blocks in Phases 2 and 3 – in particular the small gaps between blocks and the presence of
passageways through some of the blocks – creates risk of adverse wind conditions at parts of the site.

3. It is important to note that Phases 2 and 3 are at the outline stage, and suitable mitigation measures such as solid canopies,
porous wind screens and corner cut backs will be incorporated during the detailed design stage to mitigate any adverse wind
conditions. These features will be optimized through more detailed wind studies.

4. Similarly the tallest block proposed on the site (19 storeys) will downdraught upper level winds, which will then funnel through
the passage beneath this block. This will be alleviated using large solid canopies around the site during the detailed design
phases.

5. For Phase 1, the height and massing of the proposed blocks is similar to the surrounding buildings, and therefore conditions
around Phase 1 are largely expected to be within the required Lawson categories for the intended uses.
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There is a benchmark set of criteria (after Lawson1) which
have been used extensively to ‘quantify’ the wind
microclimate in the built environment. The criteria
prescribe the wind speed and frequency of occurrence
thresholds for a range of different pedestrian activities.
These thresholds are defined (as shown in Table 1 to the
right) for sitting, standing, entering a building, leisure
walking, business walking and crossing the road.

The criteria make use of the Beaufort Land Scale (as
shown in Table 2) to define the wind speed. For example,
if the wind speed exceeds Beaufort Force 3 (B3) for more
than 6% of the time then conditions would be unsuitable
for standing.

The criteria reflect our common experience that to sit
comfortably outside a café requires lower wind speeds
than crossing the street, for example.

Page 23

Appendix A - Wind Microclimate Criteria

Wind Microclimate Criteria - Lawson Comfort Criteria

Description Threshold Suitable Activity

Roads and Car 
Parks 6% > B5 open areas where pedestrians are not expected to 

linger

Business 
Walking 2% > B5

‘purposeful’ walking or where, in a business district, 
pedestrians may be more tolerant of the wind 

because their presence on site is required for work

Leisure Walking 4% > B4 strolling

Standing 6% > B3 waiting at bus-stops, window shopping etc.

Entrance Doors 6% > B3 pedestrians entering/leaving a building

Sitting 1% > B3 long-term sitting, for example, sitting outside a café

Table 1: Lawson Comfort Criteria

1Lawson, T.V. (1973). "Wind Environment of Buildings: A Logical Approach to the Establishment of Criteria", Report No. TVL 7321, Department of 
Aeronautic Engineering, University of Bristol, Bristol, England.
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In addition to pedestrian comfort, the assessment will also
address the potential for strong winds. Lawson considered that
wind speeds in excess of Beaufort Force 6 had the potential to
impede walking. If such wind speeds occur then consideration
should be given to the likelihood of people being at that location
on the windiest days of the year. For an urban development,
wind speeds in excess of Beaufort Force 7 and 8 would require
mitigation, as winds of this magnitude have implications for
pedestrian safety. Wind speeds in excess of Beaufort Force 6
may be acceptable at some street locations.
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Wind Microclimate Criteria - Lawson Safety Criteria

Beaufort 
Force

Hours Average 
Wind Speed (m/s)

Description 
of Wind Noticeable Wind Effect

0 < 0.45 Calm Smoke rises vertically.

1 0.45 – 1.55 Light Air Direction shown by smoke drift but not 
by vanes.

2 1.55 – 3.35 Gentle 
Breeze

Wind felt on face; leaves rustle; wind 
vane moves.

3 3.35 – 5.60 Light 
Breeze

Leaves & twigs in motion; wind 
extends a flag.

4 5.60 – 8.25 Moderate 
Breeze

Raises dust and loose paper; small 
branches move.

5 8.25 – 10.95 Fresh 
Breeze Small trees, in leaf, sway.

6 10.95 – 14.10 Strong 
Breeze

Large branches begin to move; 
telephone wires whistle.

7 14.10 – 17.20 Near Gale Whole trees in motion.

8 17.20 – 20.80 Gale Twigs break off; personal progress 
impeded.

9 20.80 – 24.35 Strong 
Gale

Slight structural damage; chimney pots 
removed.

10 24.35 – 28.40 Storm Trees uprooted; considerable 
structural damage.

11 28.40 – 32.40 Violent 
Storm

Damage is widespread; unusual in the 
U.K.

12 > 32.40 Hurricane Countryside is devastated; only occurs 
in tropical countries.

Table 2: Beaufort Land Scale
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